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PARADISE GLOSSED
Tourism Imaginaries, Alienation, and the Construction of Landscape in Santa Cruz la
Laguna, Guatemala
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Chapter 3

Introduction
PARADISE (noun)
us /’pær·ə, dɑɪs, -, dɑɪz/
A place or condition of great happiness where everything is exactly as you would
like it to be: a tropical paradise […]16
‘Every single time I sit here, looking at this brilliant view, I feel like staying and not going back
to the hustle and bustle of city life. I actually feel deeply connected with this place’, Katy17, a
26-year-old barista from the US, tells me while studying her travel guidebook and moving
around a piece of fresh papaya on the plate in front of her. Before, she had been planning a trip
to San Pedro la Laguna, a popular tourist destination on the other side of Lake Atitlán,
Guatemala, but a fellow traveller18, Nina, a self-proclaimed adventurer in her early twenties,
had convinced her to go to Santa Cruz instead. Compared to other lakeside villages, Santa Cruz
receives relatively little attention in the popular Lonely Planet travel guide and is mainly praised
by its ‘inaccessibility’ which ‘[…] enhances its rugged beauty’ (Lonely Planet Guatemala 2013,
116). Like many tourists in Santa Cruz, Katy and Nina did not regret their choice, declaring it
the ‘most attractive village by the lake’.
Accounts like these, emphasizing the natural appeal and perceived remoteness19 of the
Guatemalan lakeside village of Santa Cruz la Laguna, are compelling in presenting how leisure
travelers may apprehend and gaze at tourist landscapes. A brief and bounded vignette, such as
the one above, however, does not fully capture the complexity of the socio-cultural and natural
context of this landscape. Alongside an aesthetic assemblage of décors and journeys, it is a
space of recreation, imagination, and performance. Although a dichotomized opposition
between nature and culture is challenged within anthropological debates (e.g., Descola 2013;
Ingold 2000; Macnaghten and Urry 1998; Descola and Pálsson 1996) and the entanglement of
16

Cambridge dictionary, https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/paradise. Last accessed:
22 March 2020.
17
In this article, the names of all people, hotels, and hostels have been anonymized.
18
Throughout this article, I attempt to address and make clear that the tourists and/or travelers who are
presented here should by no means be considered a homogeneous group, but rather a complex and
dynamic community. Many tourists who visit Santa Cruz are especially diverse in their ethnic, gender,
age, and social identities. Most tourists, however, are middle-class travelers from the Global North.
19
Please note that Santa Cruz la Laguna should not be seen as a ‘remote’ village per se; the village can
be reached by bus and/or microbus in half a day’s travel from Guatemala City, 2,5–3,5 h from Antigua
Guatemala, and, depending on weather conditions, 15–30 min by small public boat (lancha) from
Panajachel. However, due to the absence of an operative terrestrial connection to the public transport
system in Guatemala the village is often perceived as relatively remote by many visiting tourists.
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human life and nature has been emphasized as vital to the comprehension of socio-cultural
manifestations (e.g., Tsing 2015; Descola 2013; Kohn 2013; Kirksey and Helmreich 2010;
Viveiros de Castro 2004), looking at divergent perceptions of ‘cultural’ and ‘natural’ landscapes
from a tourists’ perspective, nevertheless, may be invaluable in understanding how imaginaries
of and encounters with a local landscape are given meaning.
The relationship between the imagined and material tourism landscape of Santa Cruz
connects theoretical debates of the anthropology of landscape and tourism studies with research
focused on discourses and practices related to tourism imaginaries, alienation and authenticity.
I will further build on and add to these theoretical debates by explicating how intersecting and
competing understandings about tourism imaginaries in ‘paradisiacal’ landscapes and tourists’
alienation are relevant in making explicit how such imaginaries are materialized and performed.
This article conceptually looks at the ‘tourism landscape’ in Santa Cruz la Laguna,
Guatemala, as a research arena to explore how leisure travelers imagine and construct tourism
destinations as ‘paradise’ through the rhythms and relations of their daily reality. In this context
I understand the landscape as a space that is, tangibly and symbolically, given meaning and
value, and, moreover, as an outcome of physical and symbolic entanglement of tourists and
their surroundings (see Ingold 1995). Landscape has long been a key reference point in the
construction of tourism imaginaries and still plays a role in tourists’ experience of travel
(Salazar and Graburn 2014; MacCannell 2011; Salazar 2010). Tourism imaginaries, in this
context, may serve as collective narrative constructions and negotiations that are, through
tourism, related to and materialized in a particular place (Devine and Ojeda 2017; Chronis 2012;
Salazar 2012). By analyzing narratives of landscape then, we might get a sense of how tourists’
‘imagined being-in-the-world’ is constructed.
Consequently, the aim of this article is to elucidate ‘paradisiacal’ landscape
constructions in Santa Cruz and as such unravel how divergent experiences of ‘exotic’
landscapes are mobilized by imaginaries and manifested through a sense of alienation among a
diverse group of tourists. Tourist perceptions of the town’s geographical location and
‘remoteness’, its natural environment, and encounters with Maya Kaqchikel residents are
regularly imagined as ‘paradise’ – this, so aptly called ‘place of great happiness’. I argue that
such landscape encounters are simultaneously shaped by imaginaries and expectations of being
in ‘a tropical paradise’, and that these narratives of ‘being in paradise’, consciously and
unconsciously, inform alienation from both everyday life ‘back home’ and daily realities while
traveling. Consequently, I propose that a paradisiacal landscape construction is best understood
as a paradoxical desire of radically being away (from home) in an ‘exotic’ environment, yet
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equipped with ‘modern’ conveniences, and through the possibility of imagining a sense of
beingness in paradisiacal tourism environments and consuming ‘authenticity’ on a day-to-day
basis.
The analysis presented in this paper is based on ethnographic fieldwork (February –
May 2018 and February – April 2019) on landscapes and tourism in Santa Cruz la Laguna. Key
sites of participant observation have included hostels and hotels, restaurants and bars,
workshops (for example on yoga, hiking, and spirituality), informal gatherings in private homes
and in public spaces, packaged trips or ‘experiences’ with a focus on backpacker tourism to
villages and/or tourist sites such as Panajachel, San Marcos la Laguna, San Juan la Laguna,
Tzununá, Santiago Atitlán and the volcanoes bordering Lake Atitlán. Twenty-two in-depth
interviews were conducted in Santa Cruz, while numerous informal conversations and (group)
discussions took place on a daily basis. International tourists, ho(s)tel owners and employees,
tour guides and Santa Cruz residents (Cruceños) with no direct connection to the local tourism
industry were included in interviews, conversations and discussions. Most interviews were oneon-one, although I organized one focus group discussion with international tourists. Besides
one interview that was conducted in Dutch, all interviews were in either Spanish or English.
Translations throughout this article are my own. Throughout the two fieldwork periods, I stayed
at four different locations: one lakeside guesthouse, two hostels (in a private room as well as in
a dormitory), and one rented room/apartment. This qualitative methodological approach along
with different accommodations afforded me different perspectives on the nature (s) of tourism
and different zones of engagement within the community in which leisure travelers,
(backpacker) tourists, and tourism entrepreneurs negotiate, imagine and construct the
landscape.
The following section explores theoretical debates surrounding alienation and
imaginaries in the context of tourist practices. Then, I briefly contextualize tourism and
landscape imaginaries in Santa Cruz, while the latter part of this article, unpacks and discusses
how tourists simultaneously imagine and authenticate the Santa Cruz landscape as paradisiacal,
and subsequently how these imaginaries resonate in how senses of alienation are performed and
materialized. The case study provides a deeper understanding about the values, practices, and
relations of landscape imaginaries in a community that is regularly labeled a ‘stress-free tourism
destination’, an ‘authentic Guatemalan village’, and, moreover, as ‘paradise’.
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Tourism Imaginaries and Alienation
This article critically engages with questions revolving around tourism landscapes and
intertwining debates of tourism imaginaries and alienation. Many scholars pointed out that
analyzing the relation between alienation and tourism imaginaries asks for ‘more’ than merely
presenting tourists’ narratives and experiences (e.g., Andrews 2017; Leite 2014; Salazar and
Graburn 2014; Xue, Manuel-Navarrete, and Buzinde 2014; MacCannell 2013; Cohen 1988).
Understanding the landscape beyond these stories, I show, involves unpacking how tourists
(re)present and imagine Santa Cruz as a tourist destination and unraveling how these
imaginaries relate to a sense of alienation among tourists. The construction of such imaginaries
lies in the entanglement of different experiences, images, and narratives, as well as the ways in
which these are performed. The longing for a ‘remote’ landscape is often accompanied by
transforming the surroundings into something fit for travel purposes. To some extent, these
alterations of the landscape are part of tourists’ daily realities of living and being in the world
and are providing food, activities, and clean beds as well as shaping a tangible place that is
concurrently perceived as an enigmatic and authentic traveler’s paradise.
The approach in this article draws from anthropological explorations of tourism and
tourism imaginaries as shared and interpretative daily practices, performances and discourses
embedded in social structures of the tourism landscape (see Strauss 2006). In their book
Tourism Imaginaries: Anthropological Approaches, Salazar and Graburn (2014) frame tourism
imaginaries as ‘socially transmitted representational assemblages that interact with people’s
personal imaginings and are used as world-making and world-shaping devices’. They further
point out that tourism imaginaries, not different to any other imaginary, are immaterial and
should therefore be studied and analyzed by trying to understand how they might be practiced
(Salazar and Graburn 2014, 2) and, consequently, also explore manifestations and performances
related to the concatenation of narratives circulating in the imaginary catalogue. Many of these
imaginaries also imply individual and collective performances of and ideas about a paradisiacal
tourism landscape (e.g., Terkenli 2004). In transmitting narratives to ‘the outside world’,
tourists themselves influence the ways in which tourism imaginaries in a specific place are
constructed and, thus, how a place will be perceived and experienced by future travelers
(Salazar and Graburn 2014, 17). In the same vein, Tribe (2006) argues that precise depictions
of tourist experiences are difficult to fully apprehend; there will always be a blurry line between
what ‘actually’ emerges from a tourism encounter and one’s expectations before that encounter.
Romanticized representations of tourist destinations in commercials, travel guides,
social media, and tourists’ narratives highlight a tension between ‘reality’ and ‘expectation’
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(Tegelberg 2013). As such, tourist experiences that are ‘emergent in the enactment’ (Bruner
2005, 26 in Leite 2014) may open ways for individuals and groups to shape their own personal
experiences and, in so doing, add to a continuous (re)construction of local imaginaries. Or, as
Salazar (2012, 866) notes: ‘If anything, tourism is part of the ‘image production industry’, in
which identities of destinations and their inhabitants are endlessly (re)invented, (re)produced,
(re)captured and (re)created in a bid to obtain a piece of the lucrative tourism pie’.
In Santa Cruz, imaginaries of a tropical paradise landscape are regularly mobilized by
tourists’ senses of alienation from modern, urban society (Xue, Manuel-Navarrete, and Buzinde
2014), while traveling in itself may at the same time reiterate and reify a sense of alienation
(Gezon 2018). Dean MacCannell (2013, 6) has argued that feelings of alienation among tourists
could not be pleased by travel, and notes that ‘the alienation of the worker stops where the
alienation of the sightseer begins.’ In this way, the world in which tourism in Santa Cruz occurs
is related to processes of alienation, transformation, and existential experiences (e.g., Cohen
2010). It is also a world where encounters with the Other are represented in their temporal and
spatial context (see Fabian 2014); its natural idyll and tropical aesthetics have been appropriated
by tourism entrepreneurs; and its local rhythms, garb and language have become commodities
on the tourist marketplace. Because of this, it is possible to say that it is primarily a world
wherein people are in search of transforming different feelings of alienation through pursuing
a sense of authenticity (Vidon 2019; Xue, Manuel-Navarrete, and Buzinde 2014; Olsen 2002;
Cohen 1979).
Cohen (1988) further advanced the relation between alienation and authenticity, arguing
that the search for authentic encounters and products among tourists is a response to alienation
from ‘non-natural’ and capitalist products. According to MacCannell (1973) phenomena do not
appear because they are fundamentally so, but because they are constructed as such through
different experiences, perceptions, and power dynamics. Authenticity thus is relative, informed
by context, and/or negotiable (Cohen 1988) and, in so doing, can be imagined through dreams,
images, and expectations of a locality (Bruner 1991). Whereas for Marx (1978 [1844]),
alienation originates in capitalist societies and others relate tourist alienation to dynamics of
(late) modernity, it might be interesting to further reflect on how (recurring) senses of alienation
take place through experiences of being away from modernity and longing for elements of
modernity in tourist destinations. In her work on travel representations and interconnected
manifestations in material domains in Dali, China, Beth Notar (2006) rightfully points out how
the issue of authenticity in tourism and travel is more complex than a mere division between an
‘inauthentic Us and a[n] […] authentic Other’. (Notar 2006, 22). She explores how transnational
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travelers in Dali simultaneously consume authenticity through what is perceived as unfamiliar
as well as in what is seen as familiar (Notar 2006, 22). I build on this idea and suggest that
interlacing ‘forms of bodily consumption’ are rooted in even so complex (un)familiar senses of
alienation, and, following Xue, Manuel-Navarrete, and Buzinde (2014, 192), I will further
interrogate how performativity ‘as a central part of producing touristic experiences […]’ may
lead to different arrangements and manifestations of alienation among tourists.
In sum, to analyze how a ‘traveler’s paradise’ in Santa Cruz is shaped, I use three
interrelated main concepts: tourism landscape, tourism imaginaries and alienation. As such, I
understand the composition of the tourism landscape in Santa Cruz to be rooted in and
constructed through tourism imaginaries, which I consider to be interconnected with the
different ways in which feelings of alienation are manifested and performed among tourists and
tourism entrepreneurs.

Contextualizing the Tourism Landscape in Santa Cruz la Laguna
Located in the Western Highlands of Guatemala in the Sololá department, Lake Atitlán spans
an area of roughly 125 km2 amidst volcanic structures (Ibáñez 2019; Hernandez et al. 2011,
234) and is surrounded by volcanoes – of which Volcán San Pedro, Volcán Toliman, Volcán
Atitlán, and Cerro de Oro are the most prominent. The villages around the lake are mostly
inhabited by Kaqchikel, Tz’utujil, and K’iche’ Mayas (Wallace and Diamente 2005). Most
buildings along the shoreline are hotels, hostels, and/or restaurants owned by foreigners and
wealthy Guatemalans. Wallace and Diamente (2005) indicate that the region has ‘long attracted
Guatemalan and international tourists alike’ because of these natural and cultural assets.20
John Lloyd Stephens, an American ‘explorer’ and writer, traveled to the lake during his
time as ambassador in Central America. In his book Incidents of travel in Central America,
Chiapas and Yucatan, he writes about Santiago Atitlán, ‘situated between two immense
volcanoes’, one more standing out than the other with its ‘summit buried in the clouds’. He
further notes that the view of Lake Atitlán was ‘the most magnificent spectacle [he] ever saw’
(Stephens 1854, 316). In the same spirit, in 1934 Aldous Huxley describes Lake Atitlán as
follows: ‘Lake Como, it seems to me, touches on the limit of permissibly picturesque, but

20

See also Sánchez Crispín and Propin Frejomil (2010, 2017) for an excellent portrayal of tourism
around Lake Atitlán.
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Atitlán is Como with additional embellishments of several immense volcanoes. It really is too
much of a good thing’ (Huxley 1934).21
Along with Stephens and Huxley, travel writers from around the world have since written
about the aesthetics of the lake framed by volcanoes. Such observations about Lake Atitlán and
its surroundings spark the imagination of tourists and travelers (Devine 2016). While little
anthropological literature has been written on Santa Cruz itself, the work of Lisa Anne
Schaumann (1993) provides some insights in the history of tourism and the socio-historical
context of its natural and cultural landscape. Santa Cruz la Laguna is one of 12 municipalities
that border Lake Atitlán and most of its (indigenous) inhabitants speak Spanish and/or
Kaqchikel. Around 1900, the main economy of Santa Cruz consisted of agriculture, fishing,
and rope making (Schaumann 1993). The (re)selling of property near the lake increased since
the 1970s and by 1993 there has been a ‘real sense of commodification of the environment’
(Schaumann 1993, 86). A separation between lakeside property and the village, located some
100 meters up on a sloping hillside, became more noticeable, and people living near the shore
of lake Atitlán became geographically and socially detached from ‘the indigenous population’
in the village, who were seen as ‘as group of “exotics”’ (Schaumann 1993, 87). The group of
extranjeros, similar to the situation in 2019, consisted of ‘wealthy Guatemalans […],
Americans, and Europeans’. In 1993, 35 people owned lake front chalets and there was only
one hotel, the German and Austrian owned Arca de Noe (Schaumann 1993, 89). Schaumann
(1993, 96). further notes that:
tourism, per se, in Santa Cruz proper is not that extensive […]. In August […], I saw two
or three people a day in Santa Cruz, […] there is not that much to keep the interest of a
tourist, besides the scenery and the hiking.

In a widespread tourism campaign, the Guatemalan Tourism Institute (INGUAT) now presents
the country as ‘The Heart of the Mayan World’, promoting it to tourists as a place of
[…] extraordinary cultural and natural richness and with a privileged geographical location.
[…] The [color] of its handicraft markets and its regional costumes, the hospitality of its

21

Because of the relative inaccessibility, the volcanoes function as endemic zones and shelters for a
great variety of plant and animal species such as the horned guan, bark scorpions and, specifically in the
Nature Reserve near Panajachel, spider monkeys (see also Sánchez Crispín and Propin Frejomil 2017;
Jones 2012; Mancilla Rodas 2008).
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people, the beauty of its natural landscapes that frame volcanoes, lakes, rivers and
mountains, make Guatemala etched in the heart of those who visit it.22

Such promotions gave rise to a rapid production of paradisiacal imagery indeed giving the
Atitlán region the appearance of the center of international leisure tourism and bringing together
a diverse group of international tourists who rely on images of the landscape (i.e., colorful
gardens and the volcanoes that surround Atitlán) and notions of ‘a good life’ (i.e., stress-free,
fresh food and drinks, and daily lakeview yoga classes).
Today, Santa Cruz is a medium sized town with a population of approximately 9,800 in
the entire municipality (INE 2019)23 and the entire shoreline is dotted with resort-like hotels
and hostels, attending a diverse community of typically international tourists from the Global
North; young families, residential tourists (O’Reilly 2007), and more affluent travelers alike.
Most, however, self-identify as (shoestring) backpackers, highlighting their quest for adventure,
flexibility, and attitude of ‘budget-traveler’ (see also Gezon 2018; Cohen 1972). The town is
almost exclusively reachable by lancha – collective boat taxi’s that are used as the main form
of transportation around the lake – and, besides of tuctuc’s running up and down between the
dock and the village’s main square, largely inaccessible for motorized road traffic. 24 Yearround, most of the hostels are almost fully booked and many ho(s)tel gardens have been
modeled into ‘jungle lodges’ or ‘luxury cabins’, accentuating ‘exotic’ elements of the
landscape. The demographics of tourism in Santa Cruz appear to be quite diverse. Although
many of the towns around Lake Atitlán are often presented by their ‘living culture and unique
location on the banks of […] the lake’ (Rascón Palacio 2010; Sánchez Crispín and Propin
Frejomil 2010), most have specific reputations and characteristics – San Pedro, for example, is
perceived as the ‘party town’ (Szabo 2016), San Marcos as a hub for New Age and spiritual
tourism (Gezon 2018), San Juan is known for its artesanías and community-based tourism
(Devine 2016), trips to Santiago Atitlán often revolve around a visit to Maximón (Harbor 2018;
Wallace and Diamente 2005), and Panajachel is commonly referred to as Gringolandia by both
tourists and Santa Cruz residents – the impression of what makes Santa Cruz distinct differs
from the other destinations, foreshadowed by their reputations.

22

https://visitguatemala.com/por-que-guatemala. Last accessed: 18 July 2019.
The municipality includes Santa Cruz la Laguna, Tzununá, Jaibalito, Chaquijchoy, Chuitzanchaj, and
Pajomel.
24
Although a paved road between Santa Cruz and Sololá was inaugurated in October 2018, it is
perceived as flawed and dangerous. In 2019, nearly all tourists still arrive by lancha.
23
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As such, the village is often framed as an appropriate nexus for meeting other travelers
who seek none of the above, necessarily. Although many Kaqchikel Mayas live and work in
the community, artesanías are purchasable in a few shops, yoga can be practiced on a daily
basis, and ho(s)tel festivities are plentiful, it is often imagined as an ideal location to get a time
out from the ado of life and follow the soothing rhythms of ‘nature’ and ‘local life’. I ran into
many different descriptions when I asked tourists about their choice for traveling to Guatemala
in general and Santa Cruz in particular. The ways in which most tourists perceive the village
are complex and manifold, with numerous philosophies and multiple interpretations resulting
from these diverse ways of imagining and performing the locality. Moreover, the paradisiacal
imaginary itself is malleable and the local landscape imagined in different ways; as cultural
aesthetic, as a purgative tropical environment, or as leisure commodity. Almost all tourists
characterized features of these landscapes by framing them to some extent as ‘attractions’ –
foregrounding Santa Cruz residents and local environments mainly by their visual and
experiential appeal.
Indeed, many of the hotel and hostel gardens are designed as exotic, tropical areas; palm
trees have been planted close by zigzagging pathways leading up to wooden huts with thatch
roofs. ‘Maya’ sculptures and statues are placed in the undergrowth, and, as one interviewee told
me, flowers that are known for attracting hummingbirds are deliberately located adjacent to
lakeside courtyards and leisure areas (Figures 10 and 11). In so doing, local ho(s)tel owners and
employees play an active role in nurturing imaginaries of an ‘exotic’ landscape, so as to meet
expectations of ‘First World tourism’ (Chernela 2005; Stronza 2001). Such ‘control’ over the
imaginary also becomes a factor as it holds the power to further reaffirm understandings of and
encounters with the landscape as paradise.

Imagining a Paradisiacal Landscape: Tropical Encounters, Souvenirs, and Mayas
Tourists’ individual experiences and situatedness within the landscape are about more than
mere contact with natural and cultural phenomena; many tourists expressed a yearning to
experience a ‘tropical paradise’ through travel, and oftentimes did so by using a shared lexicon
of intertwined narratives. As such, the Santa Cruz landscape is assembled in a metanarrative of
authenticity to attest a sense of being in paradise. Many tourists told me that they had not heard
of Santa Cruz before and got excited of its potential as a destination via stories from people
they met ‘on the road’. To make sense of how landscape imaginaries are mobilized, I will turn
to how the Santa Cruz landscape is perceived by tourists and imagined through ‘authentic
‘experiences and expectations.
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Guatemalan tour operators and local tourism entrepreneurs in Santa Cruz frequently
package and market the Atitlán region as an ideal destination for tourists looking to experience
‘adventure’, Maya communities, natural idyll, and daily encounters with the ‘most beautiful
lake in the world’ – only to be seen in Guatemala in general and around Lake Atitlán in
particular. Such representations appeal to the imagination of travelers who are in search of a
landscape that is perceived to inhere unspoiled nature, indigenous culture, and spectacular
views, and, in so doing, not only illustrate a scenery of exotic impeccability, but also present
the town and its surroundings as a picture-perfect natural landscape as well as one that
engenders some sort of cultural mystique.

Figure 10. Hostel pathways. Photo by author.

Figure 11. ‘Maya’ sculpture. Photo by author.

The significance of these landscape imaginaries lies in the conception that they ‘[help]
produce our sense of reality [and can be] perceived as a mental, individual and social process
that produces the reality that simultaneously produces it’ (Salazar 2010, 6). Specific framing
techniques – such as the pamphlets and INGUAT’s promotional narrative – and travelers’
accounts alike, depict how interrelated imaginaries shape tourists’ ontological realities in Santa
Cruz. My observations often aligned these ideas; time and time again I noticed how it was the
reproduction of imagery of exceptional nature, cultural aesthetics, and exotic Others that
strengthened a sense of exhilaration among tourists. Take for example the story of Marion, a
tourist from Toronto. It was her second time in Guatemala; being so ‘overwhelmed by its
beauty’ three years ago, she decided to come back to escape an unforgiving Canadian winter.
She specifically chose to visit Santa Cruz this time, looking for a quiet place to relax and enjoy
nature. Marion tells me that:
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[…] Atitlán is one of the most stunning lakes [she had] ever seen. It’s an immense lake,
glittering in the sunshine, surrounded by mountains and volcanoes covered with an
abundance of flowers and other vegetation. […] The view of the lake is simply amazing!

Like Marion, tourists often experienced and portrayed ‘nature’ as a distant scenery, something
out there, suggesting a certain physical detachment.
Experiences of ‘nature’ as detached, as a formidable object, are further exemplified by
Jackson (1997), who argues that ‘[…] nature is something outside of us, something green which
we can perhaps enjoy as a spectacle […] but which is only distantly related to us’. While the
‘us’ that is reiterated here refers to humans in general, this is also an aesthetic and almost
unworldly value that many tourists ascribe to (their connection with) the landscape in Santa
Cruz. This is also epitomized by Benjamin, a middle-aged backpacker from California (US).
On an early Wednesday afternoon, Benjamin had just returned from a hike in the surrounding
mountains and appeared excited; ‘You know I told you earlier about that feeling I had about
this place? About its energy?’ He said, making uncoordinated hand gestures,

While listening to and feeling the sounds of the wind in the trees, the birds and the insects,
I got completely captivated. […] It was stunning, […] I think I have never been this close
to nature, it’s a state of bliss really. […] This place…This place to me resembles beauty,
joy, and happiness.

Benjamin was almost literally referring to paradise in a biblical sense – a place unfathomable
and at the same time sustaining a sense of being in the world. Another example of natural
landscape experience is articulated by Felicia, a 23-year-old medical student from Switzerland,
who mainly accentuated exotic, tropical characteristics:

I had anticipated almost no critters [here]! And now I am staying in a room with the biggest
spiders ever […]. I told myself to just put up with all my new roommates [and] now I have
gotten used to showering with spiders and other things and I’m fine with the experience.
It’s something […] more natural, isn’t it?

These stories conjure up Santa Cruz as a paradisiacal imaginary for they tell a tale of paradise
not simply found, but paradise constructed in and through individual and collective experiences
and encounters. Tourists like Marion, Benjamin and Felicia seem to be especially attracted to
the tropical picturesque of the natural landscape, where nature is experienced ‘otherwise’ as
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providing relief and pleasure and in so doing entering the sensible experiences of tourists.
Adding a utopian reference to such experiences, a brochure hanging by the entrance of one of
the main hotels sells Santa Cruz and Lake Atitlán as a ‘dream-like escape’ while ‘[meditating]
on Sacred Maya Lands’. In her study on tourism and tourism imaginaries in Cambodia, Federica
Ferraris (2014, 174) shows how such representations of a ‘visited context’ may contribute to
the interaction between tourists’ experiences and the promises of local contexts. In Santa Cruz,
the promotion of romanticized elements of indigenous encounters similarly shapes images of
the cultural landscape (Ferraris 2014, 174). Whereas natural landscapes seemingly relate to
serenity, cultural landscapes in Santa Cruz often engender, and further underline, feelings of
‘being away’.
One evening in March 2018, I walked from my small, rented apartment to a nearby hostel
to meet with some tourists over dinner. Upon arriving, a group of young backpackers was
already sharing wild stories about their travels and adventures around the world. Usually, such
conversations pick up rapidly after recent experiences are shared; ‘I’ve been to Tikal as well, it
was awesome!’, ‘Have you also stayed in hostel X in Antigua?’, and so on and so forth. Today
was no different, the group had gotten up early this morning to visit the market in
Chichicastenango. As they spread their newly bought souvenirs – masks, huipiles, flutes, fanny
packs and cushion covers with indigenous designs – out on the table, indulging themselves into
a daily ritual of drinking happy hour beers and tequilas, a middle-aged man from the next table
joined in on the vivid conversation about the discovered treasures. He had been to
Chichicastenango before and had bought the same mask as the one that was lying on the table
before me, a puma’s head in bright yellow and small white dots. He had bought the mask to
bring home as a reminder of how impressed he was by ‘Maya culture’ and ‘Indian handicrafts’.
The group agreed in full excitement and, after the grilled fish was served, they continued with
a discussion about the art of drinking tequila.
The next morning, the man, John, had made a stroll through the higher part of Santa Cruz
and was – again – baffled by what he had experienced. Walking around the village he had talked
to little boys and girls ‘who are everywhere’, he sat down on the sidewalk by the main square
in front of the white clad church to watch people walking around:

You rarely see someone like us up there, like the village really belongs to the people who
have lived here all their lives […] I like talking to the people, although it’s sometimes hard
because they don’t speak English. I speak some Spanish, but I think most people [up] there
just speak Maya.
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While showing me some pictures he took, he paused at one. Framed impeccably in the middle
of the photo was an older woman wearing characteristic Santa Cruz traje, looking directly into
the camera. The white church by the main square just visible on her left side. ‘I tried talking to
her’ John said, ‘we had to use sign language because we couldn’t understand each other’.
Enthralled by the encounter, John zoomed in on the woman’s facial features, ‘look at [her], so
pure! You know […], it’s really very authentic and native in the village. Like a time capsule of
ancient knowledge waiting to be opened’.
By articulating exoticized encounters with Kaqchikel cultural identity and language,
such accounts present a friction between what is imagined as ‘modern’ and what is imagined
as people ‘living in a bygone era’. Maya Kaqchikel residents in Santa Cruz, as such, come to
embody a way of life that tourists can experience and imagine first-hand through traveling (e.g.,
Fabian 2014). For John and his family, the holiday was just as he expected from ‘reading and
hearing about Mayas in Guatemala’. They had imagined finding something ‘authentic’ and
‘native’ and, in line with that imaginary, they had found exactly that. The story of John is
exemplary for many tourists in Santa Cruz, and for most there is a strong dialectic between
imagining an ‘authentic indigenous environment’ and experiencing one. As Andrews (2017)
suggests, imaginaries are products of the imagination; they are not isolated, but part of a
meshwork of different associations and experiences. In other words, accounts and narratives
are constantly recoded and (re)contextualized in relation to, for example, other people’s
accounts and narratives.
As the Santa Cruz landscape is imagined as paradise, it similarly becomes detached
from existing social, historical, economic, and political circumstances in situ. Such
romanticizations of the landscape are thus driven by a desire for ‘authenticity’ – or authentic
experiences –, tempting tourists to visit Santa Cruz (MacCannell 2013), as well as an
omnipresent paradisiacal imaginary that is represented by Santa Cruz. An idealized touristic
discourse of paradise supports this by engaging in romanticized narratives, disconnected from
the de facto present-day situation. These narratives and imaginaries seem to exist in relation to
their absence ‘back home’ as they are often accompanied by a sense of alienation or perceived
disenchantment from ‘modernity’. Consequently, the Santa Cruz landscape develops into more
than just an arrangement of natural and cultural characteristics; it becomes a socially
constructed entanglement of authentic experiences and mimetic performances, providing
tourists with a sense of being-in-the-world. Accordingly, the ways in which tourists navigate
the landscape, mimic the imaginary catalogue that resonates in Santa Cruz and are propelled by
performances of paradise within new and anomalous ‘authentic’ daily realities.
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Being in Paradise: The Performative Resonance of Alienation
While imaginaries are thus largely rooted in previous circumstances as well as the
contemporary ‘reality’ of experiences and involvements within a tourism landscape (Andrews
2017; Salazar and Graburn 2014), they are also permeated by (and entangled in) innumerable
individual histories and narratives of alienation from home societies. As such, relieving a sense
of alienation through pursuing ‘authentic’ experiences while traveling becomes engendered in
mimetic performances within the tourist landscape and part of the active beingness of tourists
and tourism in Santa Cruz (Andrews 2017, 38). Many of my research participants, for example,
navigate the landscape based on a sense of estrangement from complex, chaotic, and often urban
lives that they claim they are living. New experiences, engagements, and diverse ways of beingin-the-world are mobilized along landscape imaginaries. As such, many tourists give meaning
to a sense of alienation from everyday routines through practices that disconnect them from a
perceived homogeneous monotony thereof (Riley 1988, 317). In so doing, they often reject
‘mundane’ presentations of a humdrum life and rather engage in ‘authenticated’ performances
of tourism and travel.
Dwight, a 25-year-old student from New York, for instance, renounces the inclination
of ‘being a tourist’, saying that:
tourists are […] people who go to see the Eiffel tower. […] They visit places that are easily
accessible. I can find tons of photos of the Eiffel tower [online], I can imagine the feeling,
because, you know, it’s a Western country. You eat some cheese, drink some wine, that’s
it.

Dwight and I are sitting in front of the dock, watching the arriving and departing lanchas, ‘this,
this is freedom, this is traveling’ he says.

Where in the US would you be able to wear a [Panama] hat these days without anybody
laughing at you? Here, nobody cares, and it makes me feel like an explorer, you know, like
back in the days. […] Look at this amazing little place and its charming villages. This is
traveling.

While Dwight’s observations align a more common travel imaginary, they also implicitly
articulate how such imaginaries are mobilized and performed within the tourism landscape.
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Like Dwight, the ways in which most of the research participants are alienated from
both their homes – far away – are epitomized by experiences of physical and emotional
detachment from ‘Western lifestyle’ and new-found communal togetherness and authenticity.
Regardless of small distinctions in social, economic, and cultural background, most tourists’
motives for coming to Santa Cruz are similar. Many deliberately pursue comforting and
relaxing experiences, exploring, for instance, their inclination towards yoga, spirituality,
canoeing the lake, and hiking volcanoes. As such, imaginaries of the local tourism landscape
are rooted in ideas of an ‘exotic authentic’ as well as nurtured by familiarities (Notar 2006) and
are reified by how they are performed and manifested in practice. In the same vein, Tim Oakes
(2006, 237) demonstrates how so-called authentic experiences emerge through encounter,
underscoring it as ‘that ideal moment when alienation disappears, and the fragmented world
becomes whole again’. Many of these experiences, however, are also constructed through the
absence of negative connotations of Guatemala (e.g., many highlight ‘authentic’ food, colorful
local garb, and ‘out-of-the-ordinary’ ways of traveling – even instant coffee is frequently seen
as charming!). MacCannell (2013, 3) pointed out that ‘for moderns, reality and authenticity are
thought to be elsewhere’. The previous example similarly emphasizes a discrepancy between
tourists’ daily beingness, and aberrant ‘authentic’ experiences. It also shows, however, how has
become somewhat blurry and that authenticity and reality may as well be found on other side
of elsewhere, and the hither side of tourist endeavors.
On a Thursday afternoon, together with my friends Josef and Lyn, I hike from Santa
Cruz to Jaibalito, a neighboring village a 30-minute walk away. Both have been traveling
through Guatemala for several weeks and landed in Santa Cruz only a few days ago. We
navigate along narrow wooden walkways, passing lakeshore villas, flowering gardens, and
resorts, until the path starts winding up into the mountains. As we enter a clearing in the
vegetation, the three of us sit down on a log, taking in the vista. Moss is growing in thick patches
on walls next to the trail and stains on solid rocks are revealing the patterns of where water had
once dripped down. The cobalt blue lake, the three volcanoes, and the afternoon sun provide a
postcard image. Josef mentions that he had just seen a hummingbird for the very first time –
‘So exciting!’ he says, ‘Isn’t it great to […] get away from technology, put your smartphone
away, make new friends, spend time with [them], go hiking, breathe in fresh air, explore! I
could definitely live like this’. Back in Hostal Jacaranda several other travelers are sitting in the
patio, in conversation or ensconced in one of the bright-colored hammocks. While we
contemplate the things we experienced during the hike, Josef spots another hummingbird on a
Bougainvillea flower and picks up his phone to take a picture. ‘There you go,’ he exclaims,
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‘that one will make my friends so jealous, does it get any better than this?’ Lyn sighs and adds:
‘Now, this place has all the salient characteristics of a real paradise! […] I’m not going home
today; I’m not going home ever.’ By using his phone, Josef, paradoxically ties in with the notion
that paradise is simultaneously consumed through what is perceived as unfamiliar – and, in so
doing, discarding anxiety-ridden, ‘Western ways’ of using technology – and what is seen as
familiar; it seems to be not only about escaping a certain reality, but also about embracing new
experiences that can thereafter be shared and mobilized to expand one’s cultural capital.
Such fantastic stories, and everyday individual considerations alike, are articulated
through tourists’ experiences in a place where accelerated change, everyday grind, and an
alleged mundane dullness of life are perceived as non-existent. Storytelling in ho(s)tels, travel
and media images, and interlinked expectations serve to experience and imagine Santa Cruz as
a ‘tropical paradise’. The perception among many tourists of Western societies as something to
dissociate oneself from while traveling shows how, through traveling, tourists deal with a sense
of alienation by accumulating experiences. Shared imaginings, as such, may be mobilized by
an almost uniform disenchantment from home, nonetheless, they are also informed by
alienation from the tourist destination itself. The way in which tourists enact a sense of beingin-the-world, an almost hyperawareness of being here instead of there, is often also connected
to a separation from local daily realities in Santa Cruz. Many tourists, by emphasizing a sense
of here and there, underline and authenticate Otherness and, as MacCannell (2011, 118–119)
notes, often fail to truly ‘[experience] the peoples and places they visit’. Understanding the
consumption of ‘authenticity’, both familiar and unfamiliar (Notar 2006), demonstrates how
complex webs of glocalized relationships are not performed out of thin air, but rather emerge
in encounters between traveler and travel destination as well as a more comprehensive scope of
perception and experience. The story of Lisa and Tom may present another illustration.
‘Imagine living here instead of London’, Lisa tells me while we talk over a cup of coffee
in a nameless comedor, ‘In one direction, the night comes in through a bamboo jungle; in
another, the lake gently laps against the dock. Where would you rather be than here?’ This time
of day, the comedor is usually packed with tourists. The smell of fried chicken, churrasco,
refried beans, and fresh tortillas fills the air while American and European hit songs from the
1990s are playing in the background. ‘I’ve never felt more conscious’, Lisa says, ‘the yoga
practices here are excellent, I’m up and awake at 7 every day now. I hate having to go back
home in a few days. Bye perfection, hello smog!’ Then Tom, Lisa’s boyfriend comes in, as the
first rain in weeks is splashing on the concrete and beating on the corrugated roof of the diner.
Tom just came back from his trip to Panajachel, saying that he ‘really needed to eat some decent
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food’, having had enough chicken and beans lately. Lisa and Tom have been in Santa Cruz for
a week now and, initially, Tom had been a sceptic when it comes to yoga or ‘any kind of retreat’
for that matter.

To me, this kind of stuff always seemed to attract weird people, women with crystals trying
to heal you from nothing and men walking barefoot. But Lisa really wanted to go here so I
told her why not […] so after the first time I felt great. Everyone was smiling, and it was
decided that we would fire up the Maya sauna afterwards. I am telling you; I have found it.

While Tom is jokingly referring to John Milton’s famous poem ‘Paradise Lost’ – now found
and adequately glossed – this brings into focus questions about how paradisiacal landscape
imaginaries are performed through authenticated familiarities along with unfamiliarities (Notar
2006). Like many other tourists, Tom did not simply find paradise, rather, feelings of being in
paradise emerge at the junction of collectively, and mimetically, performed narratives,
imaginaries, and experiences that are related to an accessibility to luxury amenities such as the
ones that can be found ‘back home’. The absence of ‘Western luxuries’ are often romanticized
through narratives that resonate expectations of non-Western communities and consumed
through vaporous experiences of and personal meetings with ‘the Other’.
At the same time many tourists become estranged from local dynamics by actively
consuming these luxuries – and regularly expecting hostels to provide these. Similarly, Craik
(2002) argues that such expectations are often rooted in a tourist’s home culture instead of in
the cultural products of the tourist destination. Tourists, like Tom and Lisa, seem to have
embraced the idea of a tourism landscape that caters to their expectations and needs for Western
conveniences. Thus, whereas traveling takes people out of their daily routines on the one hand,
many tourists similarly pursue a certain degree of indulgence they would encounter in their
home societies. The experience many tourists in Santa Cruz have of being in an exotic, tropical
place, far away from home, contributes to feelings of overcoming alienation and living a life of
ease. Such encounters are rooted in an intricate authentic imaginary of local tourism through
which being in ‘paradise’ is performed and reified.

Conclusion
The underlying focus of this article has been to understand how experiences and imaginaries of
the tourism landscape in Santa Cruz la Laguna, Guatemala are entangled in the consumption of
authenticity and performance of alienation, and, in so doing, become constitutive elements of
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the construction of tourist perceptions of (being in) Paradise. I have interpreted different
narratives and imaginaries revolving around the tourism and explored how such imaginaries
are both rooted in and, moreover, produce (senses of) alienation. The goal of this analysis has
been to unpack how tourism imaginaries vis-à-vis alienation from home and the tourist
destination play a role in the perception of authenticity and the construction of a ‘paradise’.
Tourism imaginaries and experiences of natural and cultural landscapes may be
characterized by experiences and expectations of authenticity and reality in tourist spaces
(Salazar and Graburn 2014, 1). This is certainly the case in Santa Cruz where many tourists are
actively articulating a sense of being in paradise; pursuing an ideal of being somewhere far
away from their home worlds, but at the same time require, to some extent, the safety and
comfort of modern amenities. Like Notar (2006) notes, these articulations are infused with the
consumption of something ‘authentic’ which can similarly be found in something familiar, as
well as in something unfamiliar. It has become clear that negotiations of the tourism landscape,
as a space of encounter, can be understood by taking three prerequisites into account: 1) the
mobilization of tourism imaginaries, epitomized by shared philosophies of what is and what is
not considered (authentic in) paradise; 2) the ways in which people are simultaneously alienated
from both their home societies and tourist destinations; and 3) that both landscape imaginaries
and senses of alienation in Santa Cruz are negotiated through the ways in which they are
performed. Although these different elements should not be seen as uncontested accounts of
landscape construction in Santa Cruz alone, divergent narratives do convey, to some degree,
moralities of contemporary tourism in Guatemala, shaped by normative perceptions of beingin-the-world.
In Santa Cruz, tourism imaginaries and alienation are often constructed through ideas
of romanticized landscapes and ‘exotic’ encounters with local people vis-à-vis a sense of
disenchantment and disengagement from gloom-ridden experiences of hyper-globalized,
demanding, and ‘unnatural’ ways of living in the, often urban, Global North (see MacCannell
2011, 117–119). Moreover, tourists involved in negotiations of paradise do not necessarily
represent the reality of a place but are, however, (often unconsciously) involved in the
construction of this place as a ‘paradise’, without noticing local (precarious) realities. The way
in which tourists imagine and shape different and, regularly, normative narratives of paradise
are informed not only by how the place is fashioned through an image of global (backpacker)
tourism, but, often, also by a profound sense of alienation from (urban) home societies, as well
as from the perception of ‘underprivileged’ living standards in Santa Cruz itself.
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As comes to the fore, for example, in Dwight’s interpretation of tourism, many tourists
themselves criticize the notion of ‘tourism’ as it resonates something shallow and phony.
However, these constructions and imaginaries should rather be seen as worthy explorations of
tourism dynamics, for they are not only shallow descriptions, but also relevant performances
within the social complexity of tourism landscapes, are resonating tourists’ senses of being-inthe-world, and, moreover, are shedding light on power dynamics within smaller tourism
destinations in the Global South. At the same time, imaginaries and feelings of alienation show
how, from different perspectives, tourists may transform tangible landscapes into existential,
meaningful places through performing interrelated expectations and experiences. The perceived
paradisiacal landscape of Santa Cruz becomes a dialectic of consumption and production when
the town, as a tourist destination, comes to resemble ‘paradise’ through the very presence of
tourism; it becomes meaningful to tourists insofar as it provides the suggestion of an unfamiliar
authentic and embodies an image of familiar modernity.
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